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Advanced Thermodynamics for EngineersButterworth-Heinemann, 1996
Particularly strong on worked examples.,Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers,

   Although the basic theories of thermodynamics are adequately covered by a number of existing texts, there is little literature that addresses more advanced topics. In this comprehensive work the author redresses this balance, drawing on his...

		

Elementary Real and Complex Analysis (Dover Books on Mathematics)Dover Publications, 1996
Excellent undergraduate-level text offers coverage of real numbers, sets, metric spaces, limits, continuous functions, series, the derivative, higher derivatives, the integral and more. Each chapter contains a problem set (hints and answers at the end), while a wealth of examples and applications are found throughout the text. Over 340 theorems...

		

Modern Textile Characterization Methods (International Fiber Science and Technology)CRC Press, 1996

	Bridging the gap between evolving technologies in the physical, chemical, and mechanical sciences and standard methods for textile testing, this state-of-the-art reference details practical techniques for assessing the characteristics of polymers, single fibers, and textile assemblies at various stages of development, processing, manufacture...






		

Approximation Algorithms for NP-Hard ProblemsCourse Technology PTR, 1996

	Approximation algorithms have developed in response to the impossibility of solving
	a great variety of important optimization problems. Too frequently, when attempting to
	get a solution for a problem, one is confronted with the fact that the problem is NP-haid.
	This, in the words of Garey and Johnson, means "I can't find an...


		

Principles of Logic and Logic Programming (Studies in Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence)North Holland, 1996
Logic's basic elements are unfolded in this book. The relation of and the transition from Logic to Logic Programming are analysed.

With the use and the development of computers in the beginning of the 1950's, it soon became clear that computers could be used, not only for arithmetical computation, but also for symbolic computation....


		

Neural Fuzzy Systems: A Neuro-Fuzzy Synergism to Intelligent SystemsPrentice Hall, 1996

	Fuzzy systems and neural networks have attracted the growing interest of researchers, scientists,
	engineers, practitioners, and students in various scientific and engineering areas.
	Fuzzy sets and fuzzy logic are based on the way the brain deals with inexact information,
	while neural networks (or artificial neural networks) are modeled...






		

The Science of Computer Benchmarking (Software, Environments, Tools)Social Science Research Council, 1996

	This book provides an introduction to computer benchmarking. Hockney includes material concerned with the definition of performance parameters and metrics and defines a set of suitable metrics with which to measure performance and units with which to express them. He also presents new ideas resulting from the application of dimensional...


		

A=BAK Peter, 1996
Science is what we understand well enough to explain to a computer. Art is
everything else we do. During the past several years an important part of mathematics
has been transformed from an Art to a Science: No longer do we need to get a brilliant
insight in order to evaluate sums of binomial coe±cients, and many similar...

		

ULSI TechnologyMcGraw-Hill, 1996

	ULSI Technology describes the theoretical and practical aspects of the most advanced state of electronics technology-ultralarge-scale integration (ULSI), where an integrated circuit (IC) chip contains over 10 million semiconductor devices. With ULSI technology, the cost of electronics products will decrease while the system functionality and...






		

Cutting-Edge Direct3D Programming: Everything You Need to Create Stunning 3D Applications with Direct3DCoriolis Group Books, 1996
Explains Direct3D in clear, understandable language. Appeals to software developers interested in writing any type of 3D application for Windows 95, from hobbyist to professional. Emphasizes development of many types of software, not just games. Includes plenty of demos enabling readers of varying skill levels to create source code ideal for their...

		

Working With Objects:The Ooram Software Engineering MethodPrentice Hall, 1996


	The book describes the principles behind an industrial approach to

	software production. We claim that the technological basis of

	industrial software production should be object orientation. A large

	part of the book is devoted to explaining all the different things you

	can do with objects; we will also match the different...

		

100% Mathematical ProofJohn Wiley & Sons, 1996

	"Proof" has been and remains one of the concepts which characterises mathematics. Covering basic propositional and predicate logic as well as discussing axiom systems and formal proofs, the book seeks to explain what mathematicians understand by proofs and how they are communicated. The authors explore the principle techniques of...
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